For immediate release

Human rights now a matter for businesses, say executives—but concrete actions are lagging

A new report published today (March 16th) by The Economist Intelligence Unit shows that a large majority of executives (83%) believe that human rights are a matter for businesses, not just for governments.


The report also finds that 71% of business leaders say that their firm’s responsibility to respect human rights goes beyond simple obedience to local laws.

While this response suggests corporate attitudes are evolving quickly, only 22% say they have a publicly available human rights policy in some form, and 44% say that human rights are an issue on which CEOs take the lead.

The most common barriers to progress, according to the respondents, are lack of understanding of their company’s responsibilities (30%) and lack of training and education for employees (25%).

Aviva Freudmann, the editor of the report, said: “Clearly companies are still coming to grips with their human rights responsibilities. Businesses acknowledge that it’s not just a role for governments—and they want to take an active role in respecting human rights. But concrete actions are still lagging behind the intentions.”

The report also shows that companies do not see a business case—focused on immediate costs and benefits—for human rights, but rather see respecting human rights as helpful in building good relationships with local communities (48%), protecting the company and brand and reputation (43%); and serving moral/ethical considerations (41%).

**Read The road from principle to practice: Today’s challenges for business in respecting human rights** here
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About The Economist Intelligence Unit

The Economist Intelligence Unit is the world leader in global business intelligence. It is the business-to-business arm of The Economist Group, which publishes The Economist newspaper. As the world's leading provider of country intelligence, The Economist Intelligence Unit helps executives make better business decisions by providing timely, reliable and impartial analysis on worldwide market trends and business strategies. More information about The Economist Intelligence Unit can be found at www.eiu.com or follow us on www.twitter.com/theeiu.
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